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The tax service refers to the service and measures provided by the tax authorities 
for the taxpayer during the tax collection, inspection and the implementation of the 
tax legal remedy, which is in accordance with the provisions of tax laws and 
administrative regulations. 
With the development of the New Public Service Theory around the world, 
optimizing the tax service has become the general choice and common trend for each 
country to establish harmonious taxation, which is also the theme of the times of tax 
development. 
Under the background of China to build a service-oriented government, how to 
adapt to the tax environmental development, effectively meet the reasonable demand 
of taxpayers to improve the taxpayer satisfaction, and build an efficient tax service 
system is still has very strong practical significance and yet to be an important subject 
that need further study. 
In recent years, tax service has developed rapidly in China, and has made some 
progress and breakthrough in the system, content and measures. Due to the lack of 
systematic theoretical support and standardized behavior standard, there are disparity 
between China and foreign advanced tax service system on service concept, 
organization, operation mechanism and the level of information construction. There 
are problems in China's tax service, such as lack of awareness of service concept, the 
low level of service, service technical inefficiency, in-stable service quality, lack of a 
complete and effective set of service operation system, which result in the 
infulfillment of the taxpayer’s need and the low level of satisfaction. So it is urgent to 
further enhance the tax service system. 
On the basis of the advanced tax service theory research and previous authors’ 
studies, and fully taking the advantage of her current tax service position in X City 
State Administration Taxation, the writer selects X City tax service as a case study, 
and strives to promote some suggestions for tax service theory and practice. First of 













taxpayer’s need and satisfaction index system model. Secondly, the author designs a 
questionnaire and uses it to collect data which is analyzed by the importance and 
performance analysis model, factor analysis and regression analysis methods. Thirdly, 
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一是顾客关系管理理论②。该理论诞生于 20 世纪 90 年代的美国。客户管理
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